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Brookhurst Primary School 

 

MUSIC POLICY 

 
 

The purpose of this document 

This policy reflects the school values and philosophy in relation to the teaching of Music.  It 

sets out the framework within which the teaching and non-teaching staff can operate and 

gives guidance on planning, teaching and assessment. The policy should be read in conjunction 

with the Long term plan, which sets out in detail what pupils in different year groups will be 

taught. This document is intended for all teaching staff and non-teaching staff with 

classroom responsibilities, School Governors, parents, inspection teams, L.A. advisors and 

interested others. Copies are provided to School Staff and the Governing Body. Other copies 

are kept electronically on the admin. server. 

 

Planning the Music Curriculum 

Planning is the responsibility of the Class Teacher. The Music subject leader can offer 

support if required. 

 

The school uses Music Express as a basis for delivering the curriculum. A County Music 

Service music teacher teachers each class for alternative half-terms (eg. Autumn 1 class 

teacher – Autumn 2 CMS teacher). This planning is shared with the music subject leader and 

class teachers. 

 

Planning is used to: 

 set clear achievable goals; 

 ensure work is matched to pupils’ abilities, experience and interests. 

 ensure progression, continuity and subject coverage throughout the school; 

 provide criteria for assessment and the evaluation of teaching and learning. 

 

As the Class Teacher plans the teaching of Music, they will consider how the curriculum will 

be differentiated. Consideration will be given to: 

 

1) pupil groupings, e.g. ability or mixed ability groups; or group, paired or individual 

activities; 

2) resources, e.g. selected instruments for different levels of ability; 

3)  pupil activity, e.g. different group tasks, different pupil roles and responsibilities, 

different allocations of time and variation of pace within the lesson to meet the needs 

of different levels of ability; 
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4)  other opportunities, e.g. extra-curricular activities, other music lessons in or out of 

school, club links and interest groups, for the development of excellence. 

 

Differentiation by task is achieved when pupils, who are pursuing the same part of the 

Programs of Study, are given a range of different but related tasks according to their level 

of ability.  

 

Differentiation by outcome is achieved by setting tasks, which are suitable, and appropriate 

for all the pupils’ starting level and which allow the more able pupils to be challenged and 

those with SEN to achieve with confidence. 

 

Teachers’ written curriculum plans will be monitored by the Music Subject Leader, who will 

also provide support where necessary. The long term plan is saved in the shared area and 

weekly plans should be uploaded to the year group planning area in the shared area.  

 

The role of the Music Subject leader 

 

The Music Subject leader is responsible for the development and monitoring of the music 

curriculum. He/she is available to plan work with teachers, and reviews and contributes to 

their planning. He/she is responsible for updating the School’s Policy and Scheme of Work, 

and Subject Development Plan. 

 

She/he assists staff by leading staff meetings; planning and leading in-service training 

activities; providing consultancy and advice, supporting staff in the classroom; specifying and 

ordering resources; co-ordinating staff requests for resources and monitoring and 

maintaining the condition and availability of resources. 

 

In monitoring and evaluating s/he analyses pupils’ access to the subject; reviews teachers’ 

plans; observes classroom practice and monitors levels of achievement in the subject. 

 

Equal Opportunities 

All children have the same access to musical activities regardless of their gender, race or 

cultural background. 

 

Special Educational Needs 

In accordance with the Special Needs Policy children with special educational needs are 

included in all lessons. 

Wherever practicable, provision will be made for pupils with special educational needs, where 

it affects their ability to take part in music lessons. They may have sensory difficulties, 

physical difficulties, cognitive limitations, and/or emotional and behavioural disorders. It is 

the responsibility of the Class Teacher to ensure that any special equipment for a lesson is 

available to such children. If teachers need any special equipment they must bring this to the 

attention of the music Co-ordinator and the Special Needs Co-ordinator. 
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It is important to concentrate on pupils’ abilities and needs, not on their disabilities and 

handicaps.  At times it may be appropriate to have the help of a Teaching Assistant to assist 

with the management of a particular child during music. If this is the case, it is often 

preferable to have the Assistant working with a group of pupils, which includes the child who 

needs the support. Everything will be done to avoid highlighting the disabilities of any 

particular child. 

 

Pupils of low ability will need constant reassurance and patience to help improve their 

confidence. 

 

Classroom organisation and Teaching Style 

Within classes pupils are taught as a class, within a group and individually according to the 

learning task.  The learning objectives should be taken from Music Express but teachers can 

use a variety of appropriate teaching styles for each lesson. When planning cross-curricular 

topics, the national curriculum document should be referred to, ensuring that key skills are 

taught. 

 

ICT Within the Music 

It is important that ICT should be incorporated in the teaching and learning of Music.  This 

can be done in many ways such as:- 

CDs / mp3 clips 

Research on the Internet  

Video clips 

Microphones / flip cameras / i-pod nanos / ipads 

Music writing software 

 

Assessment and Record Keeping 

On-going teacher assessment has always been an integral part of good practice. It is 

important to remember that the main reason for assessment is to enable the teacher to 

match the tasks set to the abilities and needs of the pupils as they progress. Class teachers 

can use the end of key stage level descriptors and the assessment sheets for all year groups.  

Records of music work can be kept in the form of recording, photographs and samples of 

different written work.  Samples of work are also kept by the music Co-ordinator.  

 

Visits 

Visits are an important way of stimulating pupils’ imagination and giving them a view of the 

opportunities available. Groups will be given the opportunity to perform to the pupils, links 

are encouraged with schools in the cluster. Music groups and events offered by CMS will be 

circulated to all pupils.  

Teachers must be clear about the aim of a visit; preparing the pupils beforehand and suitable 

and in-depth follow-up work is essential and should be planned before the visit. 

 

Extra curricular Music 
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Time will be allowed for children who wish to take extra music lessons through the County 

Music Service. The time of lessons will be changed every term to ensure that pupils do not 

miss the same lesson throughout the year. 

 

This policy was adopted by Governors on the __________ and will be reviewed either as 

necessary or every three years. Review date  Summer Term 2015 

 

Katherine Whipp    Summer Term 2012 


